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FLS10-20LED Slimline LED Floodlights

FLS10LED – 10 Watt LED Floodlight

Speciﬁcation: Charcoal Grey Die Cast Aluminium Body with Stylish Silver Trim, IP65, Tempered Glass. 10 Watt, 720 Lumens, Efficacy 72 Lumens/Watt Lamp Colour Temp 4000 ° Kelvin, Lamp Life 36,000 hrs (L70)

Dimensions: Body & Bracket – Width 152mm, Height 130mm, Depth 25mm

Typical Use: Domestic applications where the customer wants a stylish option that is more aesthetically pleasing to the eye. For areas approximately 6m x 6m depending on application. Mounting height generally from 3 to 4 metres high. Suitable for above the barbeque or under the pergola. (No real comparison to older style existing product).

FLS20LED – 20 Watt LED Floodlight

Speciﬁcation: Charcoal Grey Die Cast Aluminium Body with Stylish Silver Trim, IP65, Tempered Glass. 20 Watt, 1600 Lumens, Efficacy 80 Lumens/Watt Lamp Colour Temp 4000 ° Kelvin, Lamp Life 36,000 hrs (L70)

Dimensions: Body & Bracket – Width 213mm, Height 180mm, Depth 28mm

Typical Use: Domestic applications where the customer wants a stylish option that is more aesthetically pleasing to the eye. For areas approximately 10m x 10m depending on application. Mounting height generally from 3 to 5 metres high.

Comparison: Similar in coverage to old Par38 flood lamp which was originally 150W Incandescent and then became 120W Tungsten Halogen, 23W Compact Fluorescent and 18-20W LED versions. FLS20LED would be considered a general equivalent to all of these.
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